
SPECIAL COLLECTIONS POP-UP SHOP
AGENDA
Part of Manchester Metropolitan All Saints Library is Special 
Collections that is situated on the 3rd floor. The collections are 
central to the artistic culture and teaching of the faculty and have 
been since its foundation as the Manchester School of Art in 1853. 

It provides various exhibitions in rotation and an archive that 
features such things as 20th century international poster 
collections, various artist’s, and previous student’s work.

Special Collection team sells a small range of items to students 
such as books, prints and bookmarks. The team has called out for 
a group of architectural students to help Special Collections create 
a pop-up shop for the collections, in order for them to present their 
products better, with the adaptability to expand the range.

We are to design in groups a pop-up shop that can be easily 
transported, selling items around Library and University Campus 
with the help and guidance from Special Collections team.

COORDINATORS 
Constantina Alambriti // Chin Kiu Justin Chung
Carmen Maxim // Daria Pavlova // Ethan Schofield

CRAFT

Design // Fabrication // Collaboration 

COLLABORATOR

All Saints Library Special Collections team

Location: 3rd floor of the MMU Library 
( Special Collections Gallery & Reading Room )

www.specialcollections.mmu.ac.uk 

PRODUCTION
The Events will be a two weeks design experience, working both 
in small groups and in a large team, alongside the special 
collection team members 

WEEK 1 //
-Discuss and create a range of ideas in groups, produce 
sketches, sketch models and 3D models for the proposed pop-up 
shops
-Present to the Library team with the design strategies

WEEK 2 //
-Construction and assemble of appropriate scaled models of the 
proposed designs
-Production of an IKEA-like booklet of the construction process 
-Final presentation of the construction booklets and scale 
models to Special Collection’s team to choose the potential 
winner


